Interface Engineering of a NASICON-Type Electrolyte Using Ultrathin CuS Film for Lithium Metal Batteries
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Abstract: NASICON-type Li_{1.5}Al_{0.5}Ge_{1.5}(PO_4)_3 (LAGP) is a remarkable solid-state electrolyte due to its high ionic conductivity and excellent air stability. However, the weak LAGP|Li interfacial compatibility (e.g., chemical instability of LAGP with Li metal and lithium dendrite growth) limits its practical application. Herein, an ultrathin CuS layer was fabricated on the surface of the LAGP electrolyte by magnetron sputtering (MS). Then, an in situ Li_2S/Cu nano-layer formed via the conversion reaction between CuS and molten Li was constructed at the LAGP|Li interface. The Li_2S/Cu nano-layer enables effective hindering of the reduction reactions of LAGP with Li metals and the suppression of lithium dendrite growth. The assembled Li symmetric battery with the Li_2S/Cu@LAGP electrolyte shows a promising critical current density (CCD) of 0.6 mA cm\(^{-2}\) and a steady battery operation for over 700 h. Furthermore, the full LiFePO_4 battery comprising the Li_2S/Cu@LAGP electrolyte shows excellent capacity retention of 94.5% after 100 cycles, providing an appropriate interface modification strategy for all-solid-state Li metal batteries.
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1. Introduction

Developing lithium-ion batteries with a high energy density and high levels of safety is urgently needed given the rapid development of new energy vehicles and portable electronic devices [1,2]. Lithium metal anode is regarded as the optimal anode material due to its higher capacity and lower reduction potential compared to graphite anodes [3,4]. However, lithium dendrite growth is hard to avoid for lithium metal batteries in the case of organic liquid electrolytes, which further leads to poor cycle life and safety risks [5–7]. To circumvent these limitations, solid-state lithium metal batteries (SSLMBs) have aroused tremendous interest.

As a critical component in SSLMBs, a wide variety of solid-state electrolytes have been developed over the past few decades. Compared to polymeric solid-state electrolytes, inorganic solid-state electrolytes (including perovskite-type [2], NASICON-type [8], garnet-type [9], and sulfide-type [10], etc.) have been intensively investigated due to their superior mechanical and thermal stability, as well as their relatively high room temperature ionic conductivity. In particular, the NASICON-type Li_{1.5}Al_{0.5}Ge_{1.5}(PO_4)_3 (LAGP) electrolyte is particularly favored due to its excellent air stability and high ionic conductivity (>10\(^{-4}\) S cm\(^{-1}\)), offering the potential for large-scale production in less restrictive environmental conditions [11–13]. However, insufficient contact and undesirable side reactions between LAGP and the lithium metal anode cause tremendous interfacial resistance and dendritic Li, which severely damages battery performance and limits practical production applications [14,15]. LAGP, in particular, is thought to be unstable in its reactivity to the Li metal. The electrons obtained by LAGP from the Li anode cause a partial reduction of
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Ge$^{4+}$ to Ge$^{2+}$ or Ge$^{0}$ on the LAGP side, resulting in higher interphase electronic conductivity [12,16]. This allows for rapid electron transport through the interface to the LAGP electrolyte, resulting in constant electrolyte consumption [17]. In addition, the reduction of Ge$^{4+}$ results in the presence of an interfacial phase, which causes the LAGP to become mechanically unstable [18]. Upon the formation of mechanical cracks, ion transport is impeded [18–20]. In addition to causing electrolyte cracking, the high electronic conductivity at the Li/LAGP interface tends to lead to undesirable Li dendrites at the Li/LAGP interface as well as at the electrolyte grain boundaries. Such filamentous Li dendrites are highly reactive and will react with the electrolyte LAGP, which further accelerates the side reactions [17]. In summary, the chemical and mechanical incompatibility of LAGP with Li leads to the limitation of the electrochemical window, the increase in interfacial resistance, and the generation of cracks at the LAGP/Li interface. Therefore, improving the LAGP/Li interface’s performance is crucial to the development of high-performance solid-state Li metal batteries.

To address this issue, a variety of interfacial layers have been constructed to address the interface between the NASICON-type solid-state electrolyte and the lithium metal anode, which can be mainly classified as an ion-conductive layer, electron-conductive layer, or a mixed ion/electron-conductive layer (MCL) [21–24]. Lithiophilic alloy layers, such as Ge [25], Al [26], and Zn [27], were reported to be electronic conductors that can enhance the compatibility of Li on the new face and reduce the interfacial resistance. Hu et al. [28] proposed a method of depositing a 20-nm thin Pt layer onto the Li$_{6.75}$La$_{0.25}$Zr$_{1.75}$Ta$_{0.25}$O$_{12}$ (LLZTO) electrolyte by magnetron sputtering (MS). The formed Li–Pt alloy significantly improved the interface compatibility, reducing the interface impedance by 21 times to only 9 Ω. He et al. [29] applied an Li–Ag alloy instead of Li metal as the anode material to improve the interface compatibility of solid electrolytes. The symmetrical battery assembled with 1-μm Li@Ag can cycle stably for more than 1000 h at an areal capacity of 1 mAh cm$^{-2}$. Despite being able to provide a uniform lithium-ion flow, the Li-rich alloy with high electronic conductivity could not completely hinder undesirable reduction reactions between LAGP and Li metal [30,31]. Unlike electronic conductors, ionic conductors (e.g., polymer coatings [32,33], Li$_3$N [34], LiF [35], etc.) have been validated as an intermediate layer to prevent side reactions. However, the insufficient mechanical strength of the organic coating makes it hard to resist the penetration of lithium dendrites. Moreover, it has been observed that electrically insulated ionic conductor layers exhibit a large interfacial impedance, leading to an increase in overpotential during cycling and, ultimately, cell failure [18,36]. Both high Li$^+$ conductivity and electronic conductivity at the interface are necessary to obtain the stable cyclic performance of SSLMBs [37–39]. Therefore, MCL seems to be a promising candidate. Sun et al. [34] reported a Li$_3$N/Cu-based MCL, which effectively reduces interfacial resistance and improves the cycle life span by over 1000 h. Similarly, Liu et al. [40] also constructed an MCL of Li$_2$S/Mo to enable enhanced close contact of lithium with a critical current density (CCD) up to 2.2 mA cm$^{-2}$. In addition, Zhang et al. [41] obtained a SnS@LLZTO electrolyte prepared by a liquid deposition method, and then in situ MCL was constructed with Li$_2$S/Li$_x$Sn by using conversion reactions. These Li-symmetric cells with Li$_2$S/Li$_x$Sn-based MCL showed a low interfacial resistance of 47 Ω cm$^2$. Thus, SSLMBs can benefit from the extensive knowledge of preventing reduction reactions and dendritic issues in liquid-based cells by Li$_2$S/Li$_x$N-rich SEIs. To this end, there is still an urgent need for the effective construction of MCLs for stable interfaces and practical applications.

In this paper, we provide an ultrathin CuS film coated on the LAGP electrolyte by using the MS method due to its high repetition rate and accurate thickness control. Then, a Li$_2$S/Cu-mixed nano-interlayer was formed in situ via a simple conversion reaction between the ultrathin CuS film and molten lithium metal at 200 °C (Figure 1). The nano-interlayer can improve the LAGP electrolyte in close contact with the lithium metal and enable stable interfaces for the suppression of side reactions and lithium dendrites. Among them, Li$_2$S has a high Li$^+$ conductivity (close to 10$^{-3}$ S cm$^{-1}$) at room temperature, which facilitates fast Li$^+$ transmission at the interface. The well-dispersed Cu nanoparticles
play a role in guiding the homogeneous electronic field distribution and buffering the volume change during charging and discharging processes. As a result, the lithium plating–stripping behavior of symmetric cells and LiFePO₄/Li full cells is outstanding and remains stable over time.

![Figure 1. Schematics of symmetric cells’ structure with the Li anode and (a) LAGP (b) Li₂S/Cu-modified LAGP as the electrolyte.](image)

### 2. Materials and Methods

#### 2.1. Synthesis of LAGP Pellets

In this study, LAGP was purchased from Hefei Kejing. In general, 500 mg of LAGP pristine powder was placed into a mold, cold-pressed into pellets, and finally formed into dense LAGP pellets via annealing in a muffle furnace at 900 °C for 8 h. Then, both sides of the LAGP pellets were ground by using 400-, 800-, and 1500-mesh sandpapers to remove impurities on the surface. The thickness of the acquired LAGP pellets is ~800 µm, and the above-obtained ceramic pellets were stored in an Ar-filled glove box for further use.

#### 2.2. Preparation of CuS Film Attached to the LAGP Pellet by MS

In this study, ultrathin CuS films were deposited on the surface of LAGP pellets using the magnetron sputtering (MS) method under vacuum conditions of less than 10⁻⁴ Pa. The target distance was 5 cm. The sputter parameters were a power of 80 W and a pressure of 1.0 Pa. By adjusting the sputtering time, LAGP pellets coated with different thicknesses could be obtained. The thicknesses of CuS@LAGP@CuS and CuS@LAGP with optimized parameters were 850 µm and 900 µm, respectively. Moreover, these prepared pellets were used for the Li-symmetric cell and Li|CuS@LAGP|LFP full cell, respectively. The Li metal needed to be polished to wipe off the oxide layer on the surface to avoid the introduction of impurities during the reaction. Subsequently, the Li₂S/Cu nano-interlayer was obtained by heating the CuS@LAGP pellet and fresh Li metal (10 mm diameter) to 230 °C for 2 min in an Ar-filled glove box. In order to achieve intimate contact between CuS and the Li metal, the lithium foil was pre-attached onto both sides or onto one side of the modified LAGP pellet before heating.

#### 2.3. SSLMB Assembly

Using LFP as the cathode, fresh Li metal (100 µm) was attached to the CuS@LAGP pellet as an anode and the electrolyte to assemble the full cells. Moreover, they were assembled in a standard CR2032 coin cell. Similarly, the full cell using the pristine LAGP
electrolyte was also assembled in a standard CR2032 coin cell. The cathode was prepared by mixing LFP, super P, and poly-vinylidene fluoride (PVDF) in an appropriate amount of N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) at a mass ratio of 8:1:1. The well-mixed size was then coated on aluminum foil and heated to 110 °C for 12 h of drying. The cathode electrode piece that was obtained had an active material loading of 2.5 mg cm\(^{-2}\). The theoretical specific capacity of LFP is 170 mAh g\(^{-1}\).

In particular, 7 µL of commercial liquid electrolyte (1 M LiPF\(_6\) in ethylene carbonate (EC)/diethyl carbonate (DEC), 1:1 \(v/v\)) was dropped towards the cathode in two types of full cells to enable rapid Li\(^{+}\) transport on the cathode side. Two types of full cells without liquid electrolytes at the cathode side were also assembled to verify the feasibility of the CuS@LAGP electrolyte.

2.4. Material Characterizations

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the modified LAGP pellets were collected in the regular range of 10°~90° on a Bruker D8 Advance. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) method was selected to measure the thickness of CuS films on JPK NanowizardRII. In order to measure the ionic conductivity of the prepared LAGP electrolytes, a silver coating was deposited on both sides of the LAGP pellet as block electrodes.

The calculation formula for ionic conductivity is as follows:

\[
\sigma = \frac{L}{SR}
\]

where \(\sigma\) is the ionic conductivity, \(L\) represents the thickness of the prepared electrolyte, and \(S\) is the area of the electrolyte pellet.

A HITACHI SU8010 field emission scanning electron microscope was used to characterize the morphologies of the Li metal, LAGP pellet, and LFP cathode. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on Thermo Fisher to obtain the spectra.

2.5. Electrochemical Measurement

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) tests of the core-cell batteries were performed on the Autolab electrochemical workstation in a frequency ranging from 1.0 MHz to 0.01 Hz using an amplitude of 10 mV. NOVA was used to fit and analyze the impedance spectra.

The lithium transference number (\(t_{Li^{+}}\)) was measured via chronoamperometry and EIS tests before and after the polarization with the Li-symmetric cell. The calculation formula is as follows [42,43]:

\[
t_{Li^{+}} = \frac{l_s(\Delta V - l_0R_0)}{l_0(\Delta V - l_sR_s)}
\]

where \(l_0\) and \(l_s\) are the initial and steady-state DC currents; \(R_0\) and \(R_s\) are the interfacial resistance of the cell before and after polarization, respectively; and \(\Delta V\) is the applied voltage (10 mV).

All the assembled batteries above rested for 12 h before testing. The critical current density (CCD) was measured with the time control method (1 h) at a current range of 0.05~0.6 mA cm\(^{-2}\). The galvanostatic charge–discharge of coin cells was conducted on a LAND-CT2001A multichannel battery test system. The full cells with the LFP cathode and Li anode were performed using a voltage range of 2.5~4.0 V. The above electrochemical measurements were carried out with a constant testing temperature of 25 °C.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphology and Structure of CuS@LAGP Pellets

The ceramic LAGP electrolyte pellet was synthesized based on previous work [34,40]. As depicted in the inset of Figure 2a, the obtained LAGP electrolyte pellet is ivory white in color, and its planar SEM image shows that the surface scratches and holes can still be observed on the surface of the LAGP pellet even after grinding and polishing. From Supplementary Material Figure S1, the obtained LAGP electrolyte exhibits densely packed
LAGP particles with a clear grain boundary. The LAGP’s surface was covered entirely with CuS particles via the MS method. Moreover, its color changed from ivory white to olive green, as shown in the inserted optical photograph of Figure 2b. The planar SEM of the CuS-coated LAGP pellet shows a dense, flat surface that can enhance the interface contact between the LAGP electrolyte and Li metal (Figure 2b). It can be observed that the LAGP surface is completely covered with an ultrathin and dense CuS film, while the Cu and S elements show a uniform distribution, indicating a successful deposition process (Figure 2c,d). By adjusting the sputtering time, CuS films of varying thicknesses can be deposited. To verify the phase’s purity, the XRD tests were carried out on the LAGP pellet and the ultrathin CuS film-coated silicon (Si) plate, as shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that all diffraction peaks match well with the LiGe$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$ phase (PDF# 80-1924) without impurities (Figure 3a), and the XRD pattern in Figure 3b matches the hexagonal CuS (JCPDS#06-0464), indicating excellent crystallinity. The ionic conductivity of the prepared bare LAGP pellets was $2.5 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ at 25 $^\circ$C with an activation energy of 0.37 eV. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity was in accordance with the Arrhenius equation (Figure 4a,b). As indicated in Figure 4c, the CuS@LAGP electrolyte delivers an excellent ionic conductivity of $3.1 \times 10^{-4}$ S cm$^{-1}$ at 25 $^\circ$C, and the temperature dependence of ionic conductivity follows Arrhenius’ law, which enables the rapid transport of Li ions through the CuS@LAGP electrolyte. The lithium transference numbers for pristine LAGP and CuS@LAGP electrolyte were also measured, which were 0.96 and 0.98, respectively (Figure S2). By adjusting the sputtering time, CuS films of varying thicknesses can be deposited. The CuS@LAGP | Li symmetric batteries were assembled, in which the CuS@LAGP pellets were obtained at various sputtering times, and their electrochemical performances were evaluated. The EIS test reveals that the interfacial resistance reaches a minimum of 330 $\Omega$ when the sputtering time is 10 min (Figure S3). The thickness at 10 min of sputtering time was 50 nm as determined by the AFM method, which can be verified in Figure 2c (Figure S4 and Table S1).

Figure 2. Top-view SEM images: (a) planar of the original LAGP pellet and inserted optical photograph and (b) CuS@LAGP pellet and inserted optical photograph. (c) Cross-sectional SEM images of the CuS@LAGP pellet and (d) its corresponding high-resolution mapping.
3.2. Interface Stability of Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP

CCD is usually defined as the current density when the cell is short-circuited, which can effectively characterize the Li|LAGP interfacial stability and its ability to suppress lithium dendrites [44]. The results shown in Figure 5a demonstrate that the CCD is just 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$ for the Li|LAGP|Li cell because of the rough point–point contact and inevitable reduction reaction at the interface. In comparison, the CCD of the Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li cell can increase to 0.6 mA cm$^{-2}$ (Figure 5b). Before a significant polarization suddenly occurs, the Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li cell’s voltage profile is stable and smooth. The improvement in CCD is ascribed to the synergistic effect of the ion-conducting Li$_2$S network and electron-conducting Cu nanoparticles. More specifically, the uniformly dispersed Cu nanoparticles guide an even electric field, which avoids lithium dendrite growth during Li plating. Meanwhile, Li$_2$S has a high ionic conductivity, providing a smooth conduit for effective Li$^+$ transmission at the interface [34,40].
high and measures up to 2250 Ω, which is due to the point–point contact at the interface. In contrast, the interfacial resistance of the modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP symmetric cell is dramatically lowered to 170 Ω. The considerable decrease in interfacial resistance is attributable to the highly strong wetting interactions between the Li$_2$S/Cu conductive nano-layer and Li metal. Moreover, Figure 6b shows that the interfacial resistance of the modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP symmetric cell slightly increases to 350 Ω after 300 h of cycling, confirming the superior compatibility of the modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li interface.

Figure 5. The CCD of the (a) pristine LAGP and (b) modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP symmetric cells. (c) Cycling stability performance of pristine LAGP and modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP symmetric cells at 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$ and its iconic curves.

To further understand the interfacial stability, galvanostatic cycling at 25 °C was performed on both types of Li-symmetric cells. Figure 5c demonstrates that at 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$ (0.1 mA h cm$^{-2}$), the overpotential of the pristine LAGP symmetric cell reaches as high as 0.3 V in the first plating/stripping cycle, followed by a significant increase in overpotential with respect to the cycling duration, and the cell breaks down after 110 h. This is due to the inhomogeneous lithium deposition behavior at the LAGP|Li interface. In contrast, the overpotential of the Li | Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP | Li symmetric cell is only 46 mV with a smooth and stable overpotential plateau after cycling for 110 h, and the modified Li-symmetric cell can cycle steadily for over 700 h of 80 mV at 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$. The improved cycling stability is mainly due to the improved contact in the Li$_2$S/Cu mixed conductive interphase, which prevents the LAGP electrolyte from being reduced, thus ensuring rapid and reversible Li$^+$ transport without being lost by lithium dendrites. The Nyquist plot of the pristine LAGP
symmetric cell in Figure 6a shows a large semicircle due to the incompatible interface between the LAGP and Li metal. The LAGP|Li single interfacial resistance is high and measures up to 2250 Ω, which is due to the point–point contact at the interface. In contrast, the interfacial resistance of the modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP symmetric cell is dramatically lowered to 170 Ω. The considerable decrease in interfacial resistance is attributable to the highly strong wetting interactions between the Li$_2$S/Cu conductive nano-layer and Li metal. Moreover, Figure 6b shows that the interfacial resistance of the modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP symmetric cell slightly increases to 350 Ω after 300 h of cycling, confirming the superior compatibility of the modified Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li interface.

Figure 6. (a) Nyquist plots of Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li and Li|LAGP|Li cells. (b) Nyquist plot of the Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li cell after cycling for 300 h.

To gain insight into the stability of the interface, postmortem SEM and XPS analyses were carried out to understand the steadiness of the Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li interface after cycling. As shown in Figure 7a, compared with fresh lithium foil (Figure S5), the Li metal recovered from the Li|LAGP|Li cell shows a highly rough and uneven surface after cycling for 50 cycles. In addition, a large amount of dead Li and obvious cracks can be found on the surface, which is the result of the uneven lithium deposition at the LAGP|Li interface. Similarly, the surface of the bare LAGP pellet after cycling shows visible holes and cracks, implying the severe breakdown of the crystal structure of the LAGP pellet (Figure 7c). The severely destroyed LAGP pellet is due to the reduction reaction of the LAGP pellet and Li metal, which leads to large local stress and further induces crack generation. The severe roughness of the Li metal and the LAGP’s structure results in enormous interfacial resistance and interfacial mechanical failure, which leads to uneven Li deposition and the production of dead Li. By contrast, Figure 7b, d show that the surfaces of the post-cycle Li metal and LAGP pellet disassembled from the Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li symmetric cell remain flat and smooth, and the resultant high-resolution mapping displays a homogeneous distribution of Cu and S elements (Figure S6), which reveals the effective suppression of side reactions and lithium dendrite growth by the Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer. The composition of the interfacial layer was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements. As shown in Figure 7e, the peak near 169.1 eV probably corresponds to sulfate caused by air pollution. The other two red peaks at 161.6 eV and 160.2 eV belong to Li$_2$S$_2$, indicating a conversion reaction between CuS and Li, with additional small amounts of Li$_2$S$_2$ (at 162.8 eV and 164.0 eV) [45]. The 953.0 eV and 933.2 eV in the Cu 2p spectra are attributed to Cu particles. As shown in Figure S7, for the Ge 3d XPS spectrum of the post-cycled bare LAGP pellet, it can be observed that the binding energy of the Ge 3d peak shifts from 32.5 eV to 29.1 eV, showing that the Ge$^{4+}$ in pristine LAGP was reduced to Ge$^0$ by the Li metal. However, for the CuS-modified LAGP pellet, the signal from Ge$^{4+}$ exhibits no obvious migration towards a lower binding energy after 50 cycles, proving
the barrier protection effect of the Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer. These data indicate the conversion reaction between CuS and Li metal, and the obtained robust interface remains dynamically stable during long electrochemical cycles [46]. This in situ-formed Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer can effectively inhibit the LAGP pellet from being reduced and allow a uniform Li$^+$ flux.

Figure 7. SEM images of the Li metal, which are disassembled from (a) Li|LAGP|Li and (b) Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li cells for 50 cycles at 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$. SEM patterns of the surface of LAGP pellets, which are disassembled from (c) Li|LAGP|Li and (d) Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li cells. XPS spectra of (e) S 2p and (f) Cu 2p at the surface of the Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP electrolyte.

3.3. Electrochemical Performance of SSLMBs

To further verify the function of the Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer in promoting a close interface contact and its feasibility with respect to practical applications, full cells were fabricated to measure electrochemical properties. LiFePO$_4$ (LFP, surface loading ≈ 2.5 mg cm$^{-2}$) was selected as the cathode active material due to its good cyclic and safety properties. Figure 8a shows the schematic diagram of the full cell’s structure, using LFP as the cathode material, Li metal as the anode, and the CuS-modified (or not) LAGP pellet as the solid-state electrolyte. In particular, we dripped 7 μL of commercial liquid electrolyte to improve the Li$^+$ cathode’s transmission. As shown in Figure 8b, the Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|LFP full cell reaches a discharge capacity of 147 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.1 C after the initial three cycles of the activation process. Capacity retention remains at 94.5% after 100 cycles, and the Coulombic efficiency is always kept above 98.5% during the repeating Li plating/stripping process. As shown in Figure 8c, a representative charge and discharge voltage plateau in the charge/discharge curves can be observed, and the polarization voltage of the Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|LFP cell hardly increases with cycling. The substantially overlapping voltage curves indicate that the Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer promotes the formation of an intimate interface, which can lower the interfacial resistance and realize the efficient and stable transfer of Li$^+$. By comparison, the Li|LAGP|LFP cell shows notably poorer cycle performance (Figure 8d). The initial discharge is only 109.3 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.1 C, and the capacity retention drops to only 59.6% after 50 cycles, which is primarily due to the LAGP|Li interface’s poor contact and the lithium depletion caused by continuous side reactions. The rapid capacity decay of the pristine full cell is consistent with the electrochemical behavior of Li-symmetric cells. The charge/discharge curves at the LAGP|Li interface also exhibit increased voltage polarization and voltage fluctuation, indicating rough con-
tact and the occurrence of undesirable reduction reactions at the Li | LAGP interface. The Li | Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP | LFP also shows an excellent discharge capacity of 146.7 mAh g$^{-1}$, 138.1 mAh g$^{-1}$, 127.5 mAh g$^{-1}$, and 112.4 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.1 C, 0.2 C, 0.5 C, and 1 C, respectively. Moreover, it can recover to 142.5 mAh g$^{-1}$ at 0.1 C after rate cycling. The excellent cyclic and rate performance is mainly ascribed to the good interfacial compatibility and the dendrite-free plating/stripping process. However, the discharge capacity of Li | LAGP | LFP cells was only 113.3 mAh g$^{-1}$, 93.8 mAh g$^{-1}$, 71.9 mAh g$^{-1}$, and 41.8 mAh g$^{-1}$ when the rate increased to 0.2 C, 0.3 C, 0.5 C, and 1 C, respectively. Furthermore, the Li | LAGP | LFP cell's capacity recovered to only 100.9 mAh g$^{-1}$ when the rate returned to 0.1 C. The rapid capacity attenuation at a high rate is due to the substantial interfacial resistance and unstable interface between the LAGP electrolyte and Li anode. The SEM and XPS analyses were also carried out on post mortem LFP electrodes. As shown in Figure 9, the morphologies of LFP show no apparent differences when disassembled from the two types of full cells. Moreover, the signals of Fe$^{2+}$ in two types of full cells exhibit no obvious migration, which indicates that capacity fading is mainly due to serious side reactions between the Li metal and the LAGP electrolyte (Figure 9c,d). To verify the feasibility of the construction of the Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer for SSLMBs, the two types of full cells were tested without liquid electrolytes added to the cathode side (Figure 10). The Li | Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP | LFP shows a stable discharge capacity of 140 mAh g$^{-1}$ after 23 cycles, while the full cell without the Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer exhibits a rapidly declining discharge capacity because of the incompatible interface. Moreover, the resistance of the Li | LAGP | LFP cell sharply increased to 8100 Ω after 23 cycles, while the full cell without the Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer only slightly increased to 1085 Ω. The above results indicate that the modification of the mixed conductive Li$_2$S/Cu nano-layer at the Li | LAGP interface is necessary and beneficial.

Figure 8. Electrochemical performances of full cells based on the Li anode and LFP cathode at a constant temperature of 25 °C. (a) Scheme of the Li | Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP | LFP full cell assembly. (b) Comparison of the cyclic stability of two types of full cells at 0.1 C. Charge–discharge curves at the 1st, 5th, 20th, 50th, and 100th cycles at 0.1 C for (c) Li | LAGP | LFP and (d) Li | Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP | LFP cells. (e) Rate performances of two types of full cells.
In summary, an intimate and continuous Li$_2$S/Cu nano-interlayer was constructed to provide intimate contact between the LAGP electrolyte and Li metal via a facile conversion reaction. The ultrathin CuS film was coated on the surface of the LAGP pellet by MS. The Li$_2$S with high Li$^+$ conductivity acts as a fast ion channel, ensuring reversible and rapid Li$^+$ transport at the interface, while well-dispersed Cu particles homogenize the electron field at the interface. The cooperative effect of Cu and Li$_2$S enables the dendrite-free invertible Li plating/stripping process, decreases interfacial resistance, and suppresses reduction reactions at the interfaces. As a result, the CCD of Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|Li cells increased to 0.6 mA cm$^{-2}$. The modified symmetric cells can also cycle stably over 600 h with a low overpotential (~80 mV) at 0.1 mA cm$^{-2}$. The Li|Li$_2$S/Cu@LAGP|LFP full cell shows obviously enhanced rate performances and long cycle performances (with 94.5% capacity retention after 100 cycles). These outstanding electrochemical properties suggest the feasibility of the smartly developed Li$_2$S/Cu nano-interlayer for the improvement of interfacial compatibility. Our results highlight the feasibility of the smartly developed superior interface between the Li metal and SSEs for SSLMBs.
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